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If, while on the corner of your world, I touched your life, but for a moment, and left you greater freedom to be...

—meng

These words were written by a speech-language pathologist some 25 years ago. They seem to reflect what I would have to believe is the desire of basic and applied communication scientists and clinical practitioners alike...to make a difference. It was my motivation when I accepted this Editorship; a similar tug pulls at your incoming Editor, Marc Fey.

In 1990, in response to our Association’s recognized need for a scholarly journal with an entirely applied perspective, six Associate Editors and I gathered at the ASHA office and began to crystallize the form of what it should be. These outstanding clinical scientists were Marty Adams, Kevin Kearns, Steve McFarlane, Nicki Nelson, Jeanne Wilcox, and David Yoder. At the close of our weekend together, the mission of the Journal was enunciated, the formats defined, even the cover largely designed. We hoped we were on the road to making a difference.

Over these 5 years, Nicki and Kevin stayed the course while other clinical scholars came on board to assist the process. As Marty, Steve, Jeanne, and David returned to their other professional commitments, Gordon Blood, Ed Stone, Betsy Crais, Brenda Terrell, and Jeff Higginbotham joined the team. As Brenda and Jeff departed, Marc Fey and Julie Masterson picked up their loads. Throughout, an unusually committed cadre of Editorial Consultants ensured that the peer review process was working at its best. And what was being reviewed? The works of both well-established scholars and new authors. As we close Volume 4, close to 500 submissions have been received in my office. All of us who have been involved in the editorial process certainly feel a part of the Journal’s success; but without the authors’ verification of what they believed the Journal was to stand for and was becoming, we’d have had little success in which to place our pride.

In just 5 years, AJSLP has developed the widest circulation of any of our Association’s scholarly journals, nearing 60,000. Further, when ASHA began to require “deselection,” the Journal was most often selected by our membership. These are nice bits of data to underscore the success of AJSLP. On a personal note, however, I regret that financial exigencies led to the deselection process. I particularly regret that many speech-language pathologists no longer receive our other scholarly publications. It would be an extremely rare basic or applied researcher in our field who does not have the ultimate research goal of making a difference in the lives of individuals with communication disabilities. With all of its success, AJSLP is only one of ASHA’s journals with an applied perspective. We’re different...but we’re not alone.

There are others who played major roles in the Journal’s success. The members of the Publications Board, with Tanya Gallagher at the helm, were a real source of support as I assumed the Editorship. During the last 2 years, Katherine Harris has been in the driver’s seat, and the membership has shifted; but the support has never wavered. Joanne Jessen, Director of ASHA’s Publications Division, has remained a saint though saintly behavior was often a challenge; and Ellen Caswell, as Production Editor, has consistently and calmly met deadlines when I had not. And do you remember Radar on TV’s M*A*S*H? My Administrative Assistant, Kaye Leverette, has been my Radar. She began, and has stayed with me; kept an eye on the compass when I was lost, and always made me appear a far better sailor than I was naturally.

In this regime’s final issue, you’ll find refreshing writings, by fine clinical scholars, reflecting AJSLP’s now recognized mission: immediate clinical impact. And you’ll find ASHA’s first supplement in these pages...works previously presented to the Clinical Aphasiology Conference, where all participants are applied scientists.

It’s been a sometimes lengthy 5 years as Editor, but I share a great pride in AJSLP with the many involved in this inaugural term. We really worked hard to make a perceptible difference...all the while knowing full well that it is the clinician, who applied the knowledge contained in these pages, who stands to make the most palpable difference.

Thanks for this opportunity.

Marilyn Newhoff
Editor
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